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The independent director system derived from common law countries, 
such as the United States，is an important institutional layout in the corporate 
governance. In recent years, more and more countries introduce and transplant 
this system, and China is one among these countries. In certain extent, China 
has the soil of transplanting the independent director system, but after all there 
are a lot of differences between the common law countries and China, such as 
conditions of society, surroundings of law, developments of economy, and so 
on. So transplanting the independent director system doesn’t equal to bring it 
to China and use it in China straightway. In the course of transplanting this 
system, China should think over all aspects of this system and resolve the 
problem of how to localize this system perfectly according its actual 
circumstances. It is the essential reason why the system is confronted to puzzle 
Dom from it was been carried out in China over two years ago. In order to 
probe into the problems about the localizations of independent director system 
in China, many ways and means of analyses and demonstrations are used in 
this thesis. 
    This thesis includes preface, text and conclusion and the text is divided to 
four chapters. 
The first chapter analyzes all kinds of malpractices of the corporate 
governance in China at first. And then the specific background when China 
began to transplant the independent directors over two years ago is been 
showed. But the independent director system isn’t catholicon. The second 
section of this chapter reveals the dissatisfied and embarrassed situation of this 
system in China at present.  















in China. In this chapter, there are probes into some important problems on 
this issue. The chapter analyses the characteristics of independence and the 
current function of independent directors. Additionally, the rights and 
responsibilities of independent directors in China are expounded. 
The third chapter brings forward the way of realization of professional 
independent directors in China with relevant analyses and demonstrations. In 
this chapter, author set forth her ideas about professional independent directors 
in China through making the relation between independent directors and 
supervisory board as an incision. The course of realizing professional 
independent directors in China is divided two steps roughly. One is the 
cooperation between independent directors and supervisory board, and this is 
the first step. The other is supervisory board is replaced by independent 
directors, that is to say the intrinsic functions of supervisory board will fall 
into the range of functions of independent directors ultimately, and this is the 
second step.  
The fourth chapter, that is the last chapter, wants to establish the 
localized independent director system in China preliminarily. And this chapter 
includes five sections and they are the board mechanism, the appointment and 
deposition mechanism, the remuneration mechanism, the Training Mechanism, 
the duty and insurance mechanism of the independent director system. 
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第一章   独立董事制度在我国的建立和发展 
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